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Abstract 
 

New stricter environmental legislation requires lower emissions and fuel consumption of automotive 

engines. Therefore the fuel efficiency must be increased but this leads to higher loads in the engine. As 

for the exhaust system it is affected by higher thermomechanical loads. Until today the turbo manifold 

has been nitrocarburized in order to increase the wear resistance in slip joints with other exhaust 

components. The problem is that there is no knowledge of how the nitrocarburizing affects the 

thermomechanical properties of the material. 

The purpose of this thesis work is to examine the difference in thermomechanical properties with and 

without nitrocarburizing on the three different ductile irons High Silicon, SiMo51 and SiMo1000 

intended for exhaust components.  

Thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF) experiments were performed on test rods to evaluate difference in 

number of cycles to failure. In each cycle the test-rod was affected by a combination of mechanical 

loads and thermal loads resembling those found on exhaust components.  Light optical microscopy, 

scanning electron microscopy and x-ray radiography were used to examine microcracks and damage 

mechanisms of the materials. 

It was found that the nitrocarburizing did not affect the number of cycles to failure in any large extent. 

Further, it was also found that SiMo1000 on average has the longest lifetime followed by SiMo51 and 

High Silicon. Although, the difference is small for many loadings and taking a 95% confidence band 

into account the curves overlap for many loading cases. 

Keywords: Thermo-mechanical fatigue, low cycle fatigue, thermal strain, ductile cast iron, 

nitrocarburizing.                          
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Sammanfattning         
 

Ny strängare miljölagstiftning kräver lägre utsläpp och bränsleförbrukning hos fordonsmotorer. 

Motorns verkningsgrad måste därför ökas vilket leder till högre belastningar på ingående komponenter 

i motorn. När det gäller avgassystemet påverkas det av höga termomekaniska belastningar. Hittills har 

turbogrenröret nitrokarburerats för att öka nötningsmotståndet i glidkopplingar med andra 

avgaskomponenter. Problemet är att det inte finns någon kännedom om hur nitrokarbureringen 

påverkar materialets termomekaniska egenskaper. 

Syftet med denna avhandling är att undersöka skillnaden i termomekaniska egenskaper med och utan 

nitrokarburering på de tre olika segjärnen High Silicon, SiMo51 och SiMo1000 som är avsedda för 

komponenter i avgassystemet.  

Termomekaniska experiment utfördes på provstavar för att utvärdera skillnaden i antal cykler till 

utmattningsbrott. I varje cykel belastades TMF-utrustningen provstaven med en kombination av 

mekaniska och termiska laster som påminner om de som uppstår i avgaskomponenter. Ljusoptisk 

mikroskop, svepelektronmikroskop och röntgen radiografi användes för att undersöka 

skademekanismer som mikrosprickor och sprickpropagering. 

Inga signifikanta förändringar i livslängd kunde ses mellan de nitrokarburerade och de obehandlade 

duktila segjärnen. SiMo1000 har längst medellivslängd följt av SiMo51 och Hi-silicon. Skillnaden är 

dock liten och tas hänsyn till ett 95% konfidensintervall så överlappar resultaten för flera av 

belastningsfallen. 

Nyckelord: Termomekanisk utmattning, låg cykel utmattning, termisk utvidgning, duktilt segjärn, 

nitrocarburering. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background                             

Due to environmental legislation the emissions from combustion engine must decrease as well as the 

fuel consumption, while the specific power output should increase. 

In order to meet those challenging requirements the combustion pressure must be increased which is 

accompanied with a higher combustion temperature. This will in turn lead to higher stresses in many 

different parts of the engine. Critical parts must therefore be improved through other designs or 

through a material development. Nitrocarburization is one automotive application that is used on 

different diesel engines and components depending on the construction. Nitrocarburization is also used 

in other applications where higher surface hardness and wear resistance is required. 

The loads on engine parts can be divided into static and dynamic. The dynamic loads are a high-

frequency load which leads to high-cycle fatigue (HCF) and a low-frequency thermo-mechanical 

fatigue load (TMF). HCF originates partly from vibrations that occur when the vehicle is driving along 

the road and also from the actual combustion in the engine. TMF occurs due to the temperature change 

between the minimum temperature when the engine is switched off and the maximum temperature 

when the engine is active. When the volume of different parts of a component increases and decreases 

due to temperature variations, cyclic tensile and compressive stresses becomes critical in several areas. 

Both TMF and HCF are important to take into account and together they form a complex load case 

with many damage mechanisms. In this thesis the focus is on the TMF properties only. 

Important components exposed to thermomechanical loads are parts in the exhaust system. The start 

and stop cycles of the engine creates large temperature differences and the materials will expand and 

contract accordingly. In order to minimize thermal stresses in the connection between the exhaust 

manifold and the turbo manifold are designed to slide in one another as seen in Figure 1.  

   
Figure 1. Illustrates the slip joints between the exhaust manifold and turbo manifold. 
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The connection is sealed with a metallic ring which is attached to the exhaust manifold and slides in 

the turbo manifold. These metallic rings cause a wear problem in the sliding connections as seen in 

Figure2.  

   
Figure 2. Illustrates how the sealing rings causes wear in the joints. The right figure shows the cross section 

from figure in the middle.  

 

To solve wear problems from the ring on the cast iron in the turbo manifold, the sliding surfaces are 

nitrocarburized to get a harder and more wear resistant surface.  

 

1.2 Problem formulation 

Until now, only the turbo manifold has been nitrocarburized, but there is no knowledge of how the 

TMF-properties are affected by the nitrocarburization. And there is no knowledge of how the TMF-

properties would be changed if the turbo manifold was not nitrocarburized. Sometimes it would be an 

advantage to nitrocarburize the turbo manifold and sometimes there would be an advantage to 

nitrocarburize the exhaust manifold instead. If the exhaust manifold is very small compared to the 

turbo manifold there can be more components nitrocarburized at once if the exhaust component is 

nitrocarburized. The turbo manifold also has more complex geometry and fewer disposals due to 

dimensional errors after the heat treatment. But before other components shall be nitrocarburized the 

TMF-properties should first be evaluated. 

1.3 Purpose              

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the effect of nitrocarburization on the thermomechanical 

fatigue properties of the three ductile irons labelled SiMo51, SiMo1000 and Hi-silicon intended for 

components in the exhaust system.         

1.4 Aim      

The target is to compare different TMF-properties of several test rods made of SiMo51, SiMo1000 and 

Hi-silicon both with the nitrocarburization treatment and without. The survey will contain lifetime 

differences at different load levels, differences in stress-strain relation, crack propagation analysis and 

also the damage and fracture characteristics during thermomechanical fatigue loading will be 

investigated. 
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1.5 Delimitations       

The aim of this work shall be fulfilled in parallel together with another work [1]. Therefore the 

oxidation growth analysis, material characterisation and analysis on the effects on the material when it 

is nitrocarburized shall not be experimental evaluated done in this work. 

This work will only be concentrated on the thermo-mechanical fatigue and will not include 

experiments with high cycle fatigue. 

There will not be any simulations or calculations for crack propagations. Only experimental 

evaluations for thermo-mechanical behaviour for out-of-phase configuration shall be done in this 

work. 
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2 Theory       
 

2.1 Ductile cast iron  

In ductile cast iron the free graphite is present as spherical nodules. In other cast irons the graphite 

form can be more like flakes or compacted vermicular shapes. The nodular form makes the material 

more ductile.  

Three ferritic ductile iron grades were studied in the present thesis; HiSilicon, SiMo51 and SiMo1000. 

They are briefly described below. The material SiMo1000 do have a combination of nodular and 

vermicular graphite [1]. 

 

Figure 3. Light optical microscope image of etched HiSilicon [1]. 

 

 

Figure 4. Light optical microscope image of etched SiMo51 [1]. 
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Figure 5. Light optical microscope image of etched SiMo1000 [1]. 

 

As a measure of the amount of round graphite in the cast irons the nodularity is used. The nodularity of 

the three materials can be seen in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. The graphite nodularity of HiSilicon, SiMo51 and SiMo1000 [1]. 

The chemical composition of each material used in this work is presented in Table 1 [1]. 

Table 1. Measured chemical composition of respective material, given in wt% [1]. 

Material C Si P Mn S Cu Cr Ni Mg Mo Al Fe 

HiSilicon 2.84 3.88 0.013 0.41 0.006 0.10 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.02 92.5 

SiMo51 2.99 4.16 0.018 0.39 0.007 0.08 0.06 0.18 0.02 0.78 0.01 91.2 

SiMo1000 3.19 2.73 0.028 0.22 0.001 0.04 0.03 0.86 0.03 0.83 3.44 87.5 
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2.2 Nitrocarburizing  

Nitrocarburizing is a thermo chemical process where a component is subjected to a nitrogen and 

carbon-rich atmosphere in high temperature. During the nitrocarburizing carbon and nitrogen diffuses 

into the surface layer and creates a harder and more wear resistant surface. The most outer part of the 

affected zone of the component is called the compound layer that has good wear resistance. The 

compound layer have two different compositions that is the   -phase and the  -phase. The   -phase 

have a composition of iron nitrides. The  -phase have a composition of iron carbonitride and have 

higher ductility compared to   -phase. The part beneath the compound layer is the diffusion zone that 

has good fatigue properties due to residual stresses. The mechanism for the formation of the diffusion 

zone is precipitation of nitrogen with alloying elements which will be presented as nitrides that 

contributes to residual stresses. An example of nitrocarburized component can be seen in Figure 7 [1].  

  

 

Figure 7. A nitrocarburizing layer of a tool steel with 5% Cr with compound layer, diffusion zone (darker 

region), unaffected material and hardness profile [1]. 
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2.3 Static properties 

When a material is affected by stress it initially deforms elastically. The elastic deformation will be 

fully recovered if the applied stress is removed. In the elastic region the stress-strain curve can be 

defined by Hooke’s Law as seen in (1).  

   
 

 
  (1) 

 

If the applied stress continues to increase the material will exhibit both elastic and plastic deformation 

after the elastic limit is reached. Above the elastic limit, in the plastic region, the stress is high enough 

for dislocation movements in metals and the material starts to yield. The point between the linear and 

non-linear part of the stress-strain curve is defined as the proportional limit. For most materials the 

proportional limit P seen in Figure 8 is close to the elastic limit. The point where the linear elastic part 

ends is very hard to determine precisely. Therefore a offset strain value is defined to be used to define 

the yield strength. By drawing a parallel line to the linear elastic part of stress-strain curve starting 

with an offset strain of 0.2% the offset yield strength (σy0.2) or (RP0.2) is found as seen in Figure 8 [2].  

 
Figure 8. Shows how yield strength at 0.2% strain, i.e. Rp0,2, is defined. [3]. 

 

The highest engineering stress reached in a stress-strain curve is the ultimate tensile strength (σTS) or 

(RM). After this point in many ductile materials the deformation is not uniform. In one region the 

deformation is higher than other and the cross section area decreases faster in this region as seen in 

Figure 9. The region looks like a “neck” and therefore the phenomenon is called necking.  This is 

explained by the engineering stress calculated by the Equation (2). 

 
     

 

  
 

(2) 

 

Because the force required to deform the material is lower due to the decrease of the cross section area 

the engineering stress calculated with initial area (A0) becomes smaller [2]. 
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Figure 9. Engineering stress-strain curve. Tensile strength at the point M the maximum stress and F is the 

fracture stress [3]. 

 

If the initial area A0 is replaced by the actual connecting area then we have the true stress. If there is a 

large difference between the initial area and the actual area after necking begins there will also be a 

large difference in the stress as seen in Figure 10 [2].  

 
Figure 10. True stress compare to engineering stress [4] 

 

2.4 Fatigue 

Components are usually designed in order to minimize stresses and to avoid plastic deformation. 

However, a component subjected to cyclic stress by loading and unloading many times micro cracks 

will initiate and grow even if the load is low [4]. This phenomenon is called fatigue and is common 

among different loadbearing constructions. The cyclic stresses that occur can be either above or below 

the yield strength but it is mostly below the yield strength of the material. When a component is 

subjected to fatigue the overall applied stress can be lower than yield strength but at a local point the 

stress intensity has exceeded the yield strength. The high stress intensity occurs at defects either near 

the surface but also in the material. Examples of defects near surface can be sharp edges, pits or 

scratches and in the material it can be inclusions, dislocation concentrations or small cavities. At these 

defects small cracks initiate (and nucleate) and after a sufficient amount of loading cycles the 

component may fail [2]. 
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2.5 S-N diagram 

The fatigue strength for a certain material is generally determined by using a series of specimen which 

are tested at different applied stresses until a number of cycles to failure (Nf) is reached. The test can 

tell about the survival length of a component but also the highest allowable stress the component can 

take until failure by fatigue [2]. The German scientist August Wöhler was one of the first to 

investigate the cyclic loading effects and fatigue life times. He studied railroad wheel axles and plotted 

the stress versus number of cycles to failure (S-N diagram) as seen in Figure 11 [5]. It can be seen that 

the fatigue life is remarkably decreased when the axles was notched. Another important observation 

was that the cyclic life increased when stress level decreased. The cyclic life also seemed to be infinite 

below a certain stress level [5]. 

 
Figure 11. Wöhler’s S-N curves for Krupp axle steel [5]. 

 

This stress level where the life seems to be infinite is called the endurance limit and is defined as the 

level where the fatigue to failure will never occur by the probability of 50%. But this assumption is an 

older concept and later research has showed that the endurance limit probably does not exist. Even if 

the stress is below the endurance limit the material can reach failure by fatigue caused by occasional 

overloads, corrosion and other mechanism. Examples of material with no endurance limit are 

aluminium and polymers. Some materials for example steels have an endurance limit of approximately 

half the tensile strength [2].  

Another consideration that must be taken into account when analysing results from a fatigue test is 

scatter. Several parameters are impossible to control precisely for example metallurgical differences in 

test specimen, specimen fabrication, alignment in the test equipment and other parameters. There will 

be a various number of fatigue life at the same level of stress for the same material in the test 

specimens. It should be remembered that S-N curves are normally average values. 

The S-N diagram can be divided into two different types of fatigue. One is in the region when the 

stress is low enough to not reach the yield stress and the material is only affected by elastic strains. 

This region is named high-cycle fatigue (HCF) and the cyclic life time is higher than 10
4
 to 10

5
 cycles. 

The other type is named low-cycle fatigue (LCF) and in this region the stress exceeds the yield 

strength and therefore the fatigue life is shorter than for HCF. The cyclic life time for LCF is lower 

than 10
4
 to 10

5
 cycles [3]. 
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2.6 Cycle-dependent material response 

When an ideally elastic material is exposed to a stress below the yielding point it will not undergo a 

permanent deformation. But if the stress is exceeding the yield point and then released there will be 

either retained elongation or a permanent compression. To illustrate the hysteresis of cyclic plasticity a 

simple kinematic model with constant elastic region seen in Figure 12 is used. As seen in Figure 12 

there is a retained elongation in point B after yielding and permanent compression in point D after 

plastic compression [6]. It can also be recognised that the elastic region has been shifted upwards after 

elongation and downwards after compression. 

 

 
Figure 12. Simple hysteresis curve for stress strain behaviour [6]. 

 

The shape of the hysteresis curve will change differently depending on whether the material undergoes 

cyclic hardening or cyclic softening. This means that the material becomes more or less resistant to the 

stress or strain for each cycle until the material stabilizes. The shape of the hysteresis curve will 

therefore change mostly by the first cycles but after several cycles the rate of change will get very 

small. The stabilizing effect can be illustrated by either control the stress or the strain as seen in Figure 

13 [5].  

 
Figure 13. Cycle dependent material response under stress or strain control [5]. 
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If the strain range is set to be constant there will be an expansion of the stress range when the material 

undergoes hardening. But if the material undergoes softening while strain is controlled the stress range 

will shrink. An example of hardening and softening under strain-controlled criteria is seen in Figure 

14. 

Hardening and softening mechanisms depends on the initial dislocation density in the material. If the 

dislocation density is low it will rapidly increase during the plastic strain cycling and contribute to 

harden the material. But if the dislocation density is high initially, the dislocations will rearrange in a 

way that is less resistant to the deformation and hence be softer [5].  

 

 
Figure 14. Strain-controlled fatigue response in copper. (a) cyclic strain hardening (b) sample exhibits 

relative cyclic stability (c) strain softening [5]. 

 

2.7 Time-dependent material response 

All solids do have some time-dependent mechanical behaviour. But for many materials the behaviour 

is approximately time-independent at low temperature such as normal room-temperature. At low 

temperatures it is acceptable to assume that the material will only plasticise if the yield stress is 

exceeded. At higher temperatures the material is easier to plasticise even at lower stresses [5]. This can 

be explained by the diffusion of atoms either to or from a dislocation line. This causes the dislocation 

to move in a perpendicular direction to the slip plane as seen in Figure 15.  

 
Figure 15. Dislocation movement by diffusion. (a) atom leaving dislocation line to create interstitial or fill 

vacancy (b) atom move to dislocation line by creating vacancies or eliminating interstitials [4]. 
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Time dependent stress-strain can be divided into two different mechanisms by either keeping the stress 

constant and vary the strain or the other way around. If a fixed stress is exposed to the dislocation 

movement would cause a change in strain which is defined as creep. Otherwise if a fixed strain is 

applied the dislocation movement would cause a reduction of stress that is named stress relaxation. 

Both creep and stress relaxation work in the same way by movement (or diffusion) of the atoms. The 

stress and strain function of creep and stress relaxation is showed in Figure 16. 

 
Figure 16. Time-dependent stress–strain response. (a) creep (b) stress relaxation [5]. 

 

Time-dependent behaviour does not become significant for metals until the temperature has reached 

approximately 30% of the melting temperature (Tm) [5]. The lowest melting point is around 1150°C 

for cast iron and therefore creep and stress relaxation is important to consider when temperatures are 

around 350°C and higher for cast iron [7]. 

 

2.8 Thermo-mechanical fatigue 

In a component that is subjected to TMF, both the temperature and the mechanical load are varied [8]. 

The total strain induced in the component is given by Equation (3).  

                (3) 

 

The mechanical load and temperature cycles do normally occur with the same frequency. When parts 

of a design are heated differently they constrain each other. Both expansion and compression will 

occur at the same time because of different thermal and mechanical strains. Therefore the mechanics 

of TMF is normally divided into two different types where the temperature and the strains have a 

phase shift by either 0° or 180°. When the shift is by 0° the process is called in-phase (IP) where 

maximum temperature occurs at the maximum mechanical strain. When the shift is by 180° the 

process is called out-of-phase (OP) where the maximum temperature occurs at the minimum 

mechanical strain as seen in Figure 17 [9]. 
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Figure 17. Illustration of one cycle with OP in the left and IP at the right [10]. 

 

Furthermore, the maximum temperature occurs at the maximum tensile stress in IP while in OP the 

maximum temperature occurs at maximum compression stress. Example of OP and IP hysteresis 

curves are seen in Figure 18 [10].  

 
Figure 18. Examples of hysteresis loops for In-Phase and Out-of-Phase [10]. 

 

2.9 Strain controlled out-of phase configuration 

When a specimen is heated freely it is not subjected to mechanical stresses but only a thermal 

expansion. If the specimen is constrained by being rigidly clamped, a positive thermal strain would be 

prevented by a negative mechanical strain meaning that the total strain is equal to zero. This is an 

example of OP configuration. The ratio between the mechanical and thermal strain range is seen in 

Equation (4). 

 
  

      
    

 
(4) 

 

If the specimen is rigidly clamped, the ratio x would be equal to one. If the specimen is free and only 

thermal strain occur x would be equal to zero. This value can be seen as a level of thermal expansion 

resistance as the expansion is confined by surrounding material. The material inside an engine for 

example should experience an x value lower than 1 if it is assumed that the thermal expansion is not 

fully prevented [8]. 
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2.10 TMF damage mechanisms 

There are mainly three damage mechanisms that are significant in thermo-mechanical fatigue. Those 

are fatigue, creep or stress relaxation because of the higher temperatures and oxidation damage [6]. 

By fatigue microcracks develops at defects where the stress intensity get high in the material and then 

propagates through the matrix. This can happen both internally or at the outer surface of the material at 

multiple locations. For ductile cast iron some defects may come from the casting as inclusions or 

porosities. The graphite nodules in ductile iron may also act as defects. Sometimes the adhesion is not 

so strong between the matrix and the graphite interface which leads to debonding of nodules from the 

matrix. Internal fractures of the graphite may also act as initiation for microcracks. These microcracks 

propagates and eventually coalescence to larger cracks as seen in Figure 19 [11]. 

 
Figure 19. Illustration of microcrack processes in graphite. (i) graphite matrix debonding (ii) internal 

graphite fracture (iii) propagation into the matrix (iv) microcrack coalescence [11]. 

 

As mentioned in section 2.5 the creep and stress relaxation is mostly significant at higher temperatures 

for cast irons. For OP and IP the relaxation can occur both at the maximum tensile stress and the 

maximum compressive stress depending on the temperature interval is used. If the maximum and 

minimum point of the hysteresis loop is held for longer time there will be even more of this damage. 

For OP it is a significant larger stress relaxation at the compressive stress than for the tensile stress as 

seen in Figure 20. The relaxation is larger in the first cycles because compressive stress will decrease 

for every cycle. This leads to an upward shift of the OP hysteresis curve in the beginning until the 

relaxation stabilizes [9]. 

 
Figure 20. Relaxation in strain controlled OP hysteresis loop [9]. 
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The third damage mechanism is the oxidation damage. At higher temperature the surface of a metal 

reacts with the surrounding oxygen at much higher rate. When cast iron is exposed for a longer time in 

high temperature the oxidation layer will grow thicker and eventually start to scale. This will lead to a 

change in mass of the material [1]. Another thing that is happening to ductile irons is that the 

spheroidal graphite near the surface reacts with the oxygen and forming carbon monoxide or dioxide 

as seen in Figure 21. The process is called decarburisation and leaves a defect in the surface that may 

be an initiation of a microcrack [12]. 

 
Figure 21. Decarburization of graphite. (i) decarburisation (ii) oxidation layer built up [12]  

 

 

While the spheroidal graphite is decarburised the empty space starts to oxidize as it is exposed to the 

oxygen. As this oxide growth in the vacancy it experiences a stress from the cycling and the crack 

opens. For every tensile stress the crack opens allowing oxygen to pass further in to new metal that 

also starts to oxidize. This oxide created crack then propagate into the material and eventually 

coalescence with other microcracks developed in the material. Example of this process for a ductile 

iron SiMo51 can be seen in Figure 22 [13]. 

 
Figure 22. Crack propagation by oxidation. (a) spheroidal graphite has decarburised and exchanged by oxide 

(b) Oxide cracks and let oxygen further into material [13]. 
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3 Methods      

3.1 Sample production  

The dimensions for the test rods are seen in the Figure 23 below. The length is 116mm and the 

diameter is 10mm at the gripping ends and 7mm in the middle where the fatigue is assumed to occur. 

 
Figure 23. Dimensions of the test bar. 

 

The first step in the manufacturing of the test rods was to cast plates. One of these plates were cast 

with an hourglass-shaped geometry to minimize shrinkage porosity in the thinner part of the test rod. 

After this the plate was cut into rectangular pieces and lathed into the final test rods. The narrowest 

part of the test rods came from the narrowest part of the plate itself. Only SiMo1000 were cast in the 

hourglass shape. The other plates, SiMo51 and Hi-silicon, were cast to a more simple flat geometry. 

The idea was to produce 20 test rods of each material. But there were a few more on SiMo51 and Hi-

silicone. There were 26 rods of SiMo51, 20 rods of SiMo1000 and finally 28 rods of the material Hi-

Silicon.  

 

3.2 Nitrocarburizing of test rods 

Some of the test rods were sent to the company Bodycoat in Älvsjö for nitrocarburization with same 

process as for Scanias turbo manifold. 16 rods of SiMo51, 10 rods of SiMo1000 and 14 rods of Hi-

Silicon was chosen to be nitrocarburized. To distinguish the rods a scriber was used to mark them as 

seen in Figure 24. The markings for respective test rod are seen in table 4 in Appendix A. Some of the 

test-rods were in the end not used. 
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Figure 24. Scriber is used to mark the samples at the end surfaces. 

 

The atmosphere in which the test rods were nitrocarburized contained 60% nitrogen, 35% ammonia 

and 5% carbon dioxide. They were first heated for 2 hours in 400°C to obtain a slightly oxidized 

surface that would improve the treatment. Then the treatment continued for 3 hours in 570°C to let the 

nitrogen diffuse into the material. After treatment, the test rods were cooled with nitrogen for 4 hours. 

 

3.3 Static test 

The most static mechanical properties were already collected from the supplier where the castings 

where made. Statics that was measured was yield strength, tensile strength and elongation to break. 

The hardness of each material was measured at Scania with Brinell with a ball diameter of 2.5mm and 

a load of 187.5kg. 

 

3.4 TMF equipment  

To illustrate the overall function of a typical TMF test rig a schematic drawing is shown in Figure 25. 

 
Figure 25. Schematic drawing for a typical test rig for thermo-mechanical fatigue [14]. 
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The theoretical test rig is very similar to the used one. One difference is that the cooling water 

temperature is not controlled by the system but only with the ambient air. The temperature of the 

specimen is measured by a thermocouple that is welded to the specimen in the middle of the gage 

section. The temperature signal, as measured by the thermocouple, is used to control the induction 

heating system according to the programmed temperature cycle. The total strain of the specimen is 

measured by ceramic extensometer rods and the resulting force is measured by a force transducer. 

The test rig used at Scania designed by MTS is visualised in Figure 26. The rig is designed to perform 

HCF, LCF and TMF and is capable for load up to 100kN. 

 
Figure 26. Test rig used at Scania for TMF experiment. 

 

A closer view on the gripping area is seen in Figure 27 and Figure 28. The ceramic extensometer rods 

are gently pressed to the test-rod by metallic springs but not so hard that the test rod gets harmed or 

indented. When the test specimen is heated the extensometer pins follow movements by friction and 

measures the total strain. The nominal gage length between the extensometer rods is 12mm when the 

test rod is at room temperature and if the force is zero. The signals from the extensometer and the 

force transducer are collected by the measuring and control unit seen in Figure 29. The induction 

heater unit is also seen in Figure 29. The induction heater unit supplies power to the induction coil and 

is controlled by a feedback loop from the computer.  
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Figure 27. Closer view at the gripping area. 

 

 

 
Figure 28. The induction coil and extensometer. 

 

 

 

  
Figure 29. Measuring and control unit designed by MTS to the left and induction heater unit to the right. 
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3.5 Welding thermocouple 

The thermocouple is welded to the centre of the gage section of the test-rod as seen in Figure 30. It is 

carefully welded with low power to the specimen surface. The test-rod is not harmed but the 

thermocouple is easily detached. Therefore the thermocouple is supported by a small piece of metal 

plate that is welded to the thicker part of the test rod with higher voltage. Occasionally in some cases, 

the welded thermocouple can be additionally reinforced by using a heat resistant wire as seen in Figure 

31. 

 
Figure 30. Thermocouple welded at the middle of the gage section. Nitrocarburized SiMo51. 

 

 
Figure 31. Reinforcement of the attachment with high temperature resistant wire. Nitrocarburized HiSilicon. 

 

The welding equipment used to attach the thermocouple to the test-rods is seen in Figure 32. The 

effect is 10J per second when the thermocouple is welded. When the support is welded the effect is 

increased to 30J per second. 

              
Figure 32. Portable welding equipment. Enlarged picture shows the part used to weld the thermocouple. 
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3.6 Thermal strain compensation 

The parameters controlling the TMF system are temperature and mechanical strain. The thermocouple 

is used to measure the temperature of the test-rod and the system is able to correct the induction 

directly without other information of the material properties. The total strain is measured by 

extensometer but this is not enough to control the mechanical strain of the test-rod. As seen in 

equation 3 the system must also have the thermal strain to be able to calculate the mechanical strain by 

using the equation 3. The thermal strain must be evaluated for every test-rod before the TMF-test 

because every test rod has unique material properties. This is done in a precycling procedure by setting 

the force to zero so that the test-rods undergoes free thermal expansion for 10 cycles between the 

temperatures to be used in the TMF test, 300°C and 780°C as seen in Figure 33. By setting the force to 

be zero the mechanical strain is also zero and the extensometer will therefore measure only the thermal 

strain. 

 
Figure 33. Strain vs time diagram of the 10 cycles of precycling procedure. 

 

The first five cycles is not used to evaluate the thermal strain because the test rod is reaching 

dynamical thermal equilibrium while these five cycles proceeds. From the five last cycles the 

computer calculates an approximated equation of the thermal expansion of the specific test rod. 

Example of this equation can be seen in Figure 34. When the precycling procedure is done the values 

of A2, A1 and A0 is manually edited into the computer so that the program has the information of the 

thermal strain of the specific test-rod. 

 
Figure 34. Approximated equation of the thermal strain of a specific test-rod. 
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3.7 E-modulus evaluation 

Another test that can be done before the main TMF experiment is the evaluation of how the E-

modulus changes with varying temperature. The test is done by varying the force at different 

temperature as seen in Figure 35. The temperature is initially at room temperature and then between 

300°C to 780°C in steps by 80°C. Temperatures needed to be registered are maximum temperature, 

minimum temperature and the middle temperature within the cycles used in the main TMF experiment 

and also the room temperature [10]. The force at each temperature varied about ± 0.8kN which is low 

enough to not change the properties in the material. From this an approximated equation is calculated 

as seen in Figure 36. This does not give any information that is necessary for the main TMF 

experiment. But it gives useful information when several test-rods have been tested because the E-

modulus should be nearly the same for the same material in different test-rods. If any test-rod does not 

give the same result, there may be some defects in the specific test-rod which should be removed from 

the test-series. 

 
Figure 35. Evaluation of the change of E-modulus versus temperature. 

 

 
Figure 36. Approximated equation of the change of E-modulus versus temperature. 
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3.8 TMF-experiment 

When the precycling procedure is done to evaluate the thermal strain, all the information is available 

to precede with the main TMF experiment. The TMF system detects total strain with extensometers, 

force with the force transducer and the temperature with a thermocouple. The control parameters are 

the temperature and the mechanical strain. Example of control parameters of an out-of-phase 

configuration in two loops is seen in Figure 37. Temperature rises at 170 s before a holding time of 90 

s. The cooling takes 150 s and the last holding-time in the cycle is 10 s. The temperature varies 

between 300°C and 780°C. The temperature variation and the holding times are about the same used 

for engine components in test cells. Figure 37 shows a mechanical strain of 0 to -0.0037 but this is 

only one of four different strain conditions used in this work. The four mechanical strains used in this 

work is -0.0025, -0.0030, -0.0037 and -0.0040 and these are only conditions of out-of-phase cycling. 

Each test rod is only exposed to one of these mechanical strains. 

   
Figure 37. Control parameters of an OP configuration with mechanical strain by 0.37% 

 

When the TMF-experiment proceeds every cycle induces a maximum and a minimum stress in the 

test-rod. In the present report, the nominal stress in the gage-length cross-section is plotted in figures 

throughout the report. The maximum and minimum stresses can be plotted in a stress versus number 

of cycles diagram as seen in Figure 38. In the first cycles the stress changes until the material 

stabilizes. When the stabilizing is over the curve in the diagram is quite straight for a relatively long 

period. In the end of the test-rods life the stress is decreasing with a quite large gradient. One way to 

define the number of cycles to failure (Nf) is to use the straight part of the curve. By drawing a line in 

the curve through the straight part it can be seen that the stress in the end of the life is creating a 

distance to the line. When the stress in the curve has dropped by 10% of what the stress is on the line 

just above, this is defined as the end of life for the test-rod [10]. 
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Figure 38. Number of cycles to failure when the maximum stress has dropped by 10% from drawn line [10]. 

 

When Nf has been analysed for the test rod, the mechanical strain is plotted against the Nf in a strain 

versus Nf diagram. Also the stress at the half life time σNf/2 versus Nf in a S-N diagram is plotted to be 

compared to the strain-Nf diagram. The mechanical strain used is chosen so that the life Nf will be 

lower than ~1000cycles because the experiment shall not be unreasonably long. It is important to take 

into mind that when the test rods are near the end of life the microcracks have been grown to a 

macrocrack which is ~1mm. By this means that when a test rods fails at for example 1000 cycles this 

does not mean that the larger engine component will fail within 1000 cycles because when an engine 

component got a macrocrack of 1mm the component can held for many more cycles. 

 

3.9 Sample preparation for damage analysis 

Before the TMF-experiment 6 test-rods with different material was inspected in x-ray radioscopy to 

see the distribution of porosities and other defects. And after the TMF-experiment it was used to 

evaluate microcracks formed in the gage section of the test-rod. The equipment used for the x-ray 

analysis was a Boselo Industrial X-ray instrument that can be seen in Figure 39. 

 
Figure 39. Evaluation of porosities and microcracks by x-ray radioscopy.  
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To investigate the outer surfaces of the gage section of test-rods after the TMF-experiment a 

stereomicroscopy was used. This was done to see how cracks were distributed on the surface and if it 

was possible to evaluate any larger cracks or a main crack created by coalescence of smaller cracks. 

When possible the crack was marked with a pencil where the middle of the crack was located as seen 

in Figure 40. 

 
Figure 40. Localising where the middle of a main crack is placed. 

 

The cracks were evaluated with light optical microscopy (LOM). To study the crack, the gripping ends 

must first be gently cut off so that the gage section can fit into a resin cylinder. When the gage section 

is inserted into the resin heater, the marking of the crack must be positioned pointing to a horizontal 

direction or else the crack will not be exposed in the correct way. Next step is to grind the resin baked 

gage section to the half diameter of gage section. This process is illustrated by Figure 41. At the half 

diameter the crack may be at its longest length. Last step is to polish the surface to be able to see the 

microstructure and the microcracks revealed in LOM. 

 
Figure 41. Method for exposing main cracks to be evaluated. 
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The polishing was done in 4 steps according to internal standard procedure with an automatic 

preparation system Abrapol-20 shown in Figure 42.  

 
Figure 42. Automatic preparation system Abrapol-20 is used to polish resin supported samples. 

 

Visual illustration of a polished gage section inserted in resin is seen in Figure 43. 

 
Figure 43. Longitudinal cross section of SiMo51 without nitrocarburization in resin cylinder. 

 

Also perpendicular cross sections of test-rod before TMF-experiment were evaluated in LOM to 

analyse microcracks in the diffusion zone. To reveal any information of microcracks after 

nitrocarburization that cannot be seen in LOM the exposed surface of a perpendicular cross section of 

the test-bar was studied in Secondary Electron Microscopy (SEM). Because the resin used is not 

conductive the cylinder must be wrapped in some metallic foil that can lead the current from the 

electron beam accelerated in the SEM. Example of the resin baked sample wrapped in foil is seen in 

Figure 44. 

 
Figure 44. Test-rod prepared to be evaluated in SEM. 
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4 Results                                

4.1 Mechanical Properties 

The static mechanical properties for the used material in this work can be seen in Table 2. Information 

for SiMo51 is collected from Scanias internal report 7040334 Scania [15].  Information for SiMo1000 

is collected from a George Fischer Automotive AG certificate [16]. Information for HiSilicon is 

collected from an internal report Scania [17]. The microstructure and chemical composition of the 

three ferritic ductile iron grades tested are presented in Figures 3-6 and Table 1. 

Table 2. Mechanical properties of SiMo51, SiMo1000 and HiSilicon 

 SiMo51 SiMo1000 HiSilicon 

Yield strength Rp0.2 [MPa] 482 616 – 625 539 

Tensile strength Rm [MPa] 600 623 – 656  605 

Elongation at break A5 [%] 10.4 0.54 – 0.92  14 

Hardness [HBW]  226 269 - 278 207-212 

  

Results from another hardness analyse has been performed on the same material by Wännman [1] as 

seen in Table 3. 

Table 3. Hardness of the bulk material for SiMo51, SiMo1000 and HiSilicon  

 SiMo51 SiMo1000 HiSilicon 

Hardness [HBW] at Scania 225 261 206 
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4.2 TMF properties 

The thermal expansion as well as the E-modulus measured before the TMF-test did not reveal any 

difference between specimens with and without NC. 

4.2.1 Thermal expansion 

The average thermal expansion between 20°C to 300°C for the 31 test-rods used in the TMF-

experiment can be seen in Figure 45. The thermal expansion between 20°C to 780°C can be seen in 

Figure 46. All information of thermal expansion is collected in Table 5 in Appendix B. 

 
Figure 45. The average thermal expansion between 20°C to 300°C for every test-rod used in the TMF-

experiment. 

 

 

 
Figure 46. The average thermal expansion between 20°C to 780°C for every test-rod used in the TMF-

experiment. 
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4.2.2 E-modulus 

 

The E-modulus at the different temperatures 30°C, 300°C, 540°C and 780°C is chosen to be reported. 

E-modulus of 4 test-rods of SiMo51 and 4 test-rods of nitrocarburized (NC) SiMo51 can be seen in 

Figure 47. SiMo1000 can be seen in Figure 48 and HiSilicon can be seen in Figure 49. E-modulus for 

every test rod after TMF-experiment can be seen in table 6 in Appendix C. 

 
Figure 47. The variation of E-modulus at different temperatures for SiMo51 and SiMo51+NC 

 

 
Figure 48. The variation of E-modulus at different temperatures for SiMo1000 and SiMo1000+NC 

 

 
Figure 49. The variation of E-modulus at different temperatures for HiSilicon and HiSilicon+NC 
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4.3 Hysteresis curves and life cycle evaluation 

The 1.5st cycle of the TMF-experiment of a specific test-rod of SiMo51 without nitrocarburization at -

0.25% mechanical strain can be seen in Figure 50. The experiment starts with zero mechanical strain 

at 300°C. As the negative mechanical strain and the temperature increases the compressive stress 

increases initially. When the temperature reaches around 600°C for the first time the material 

undergoes a large plastic deformation until 780°C where the compressive stress decreases to a value 

close to zero but still in the compressive region. While the mechanical strain decreases to zero 

between 780°C and 300°C tensile stresses induces in the test-rod. When the second cycle proceeds and 

the negative mechanical strain increases the second time, the stress decreases with the same rate as in 

the beginning but without the stress relaxation and at a higher stress level. Further hysteresis loops will 

be mainly in the tensile stress region. The stress used in following diagrams is the engineering stress. 

 
Figure 50. 1.5st cycle of SiMo51 without NC for mechanical -0.25% strain. 

 

When the same test-rod reached about 200 cycles the hysteresis loop is still in the same stress region 

as seen with the red hysteresis loop in Figure 51. The variation between the maximum and the 

minimum stress will be nearly in the same region until the end of life is getting very close. After about 

500 cycles of the same specific test-rod the crack propagation decreases the cross section area and the 

maximum tensile stress decreases for every cycle proceeding. One hysteresis loop after around 560 

cycles for the specific test-rod is seen as the green loop in Figure 51.  
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Figure 51. Hysteresis loops for cycle numbers 1(blue), 200(red) and 560(green) of a test-rod of SiMo51 without 

NC. 

 

The maximum and minimum stresses versus the number of cycles are shown in Figure 52. When the 

number of cycles reached 488 cycles the maximum stress had decreased 10% from the straight line 

drawn in region where the change of stress is mostly linear. 488 cycles is the number of cycles to 

failure for this specific test-rod. 

 
Figure 52. Number of cycles to failure is 488 cycles when the stress has decreased 10% from the linear line of 

the diagram. Test-rod made of SiMo51 without nitrocarburization at -0.25% mechanical strain. 
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The hysteresis loops and the diagram with maximum and minimum strain versus cycles for SiMo51 

with nitrocarburization at -0.25% mechanical strain can be seen in Figure 53. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 53. SiMo51 with NC at mechanical strain -0.25% (a) Hysteresis loops from the first, middle and last 

part of the cyclic life (b) all cycles (c) maximum and minimum stresses. 

 

The hysteresis loops for SiMo1000 without nitrocarburization at -0.25% strain is seen in Figure 54. 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 54. SiMo1000 without NC at mechanical strain -0.25% (a) Hysteresis loops from the first, middle and 

last part of the cyclic life (b) all cycles (c) maximum and minimum stresses. 
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The hysteresis loops and the diagram with maximum and minimum strain versus cycles for SiMo1000 

with nitrocarburization at -0.25% mechanical strain can be seen in Figure 55.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 55. SiMo1000 with NC at mechanical strain -0.25% (a) Hysteresis loops from the first, middle and last 

part of the cyclic life (b) all cycles (c) maximum and minimum stresses. 

 

The hysteresis loops for HiSilicon without nitrocarburization at -0.25% strain is seen in Figure 56. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 56. HiSilicon without NC at mechanical strain -0.25% (a) Hysteresis loops from the first, middle and 

last part of the cyclic life (b) all cycles (c) maximum and minimum stresses. 
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The hysteresis loops and the diagram with maximum and minimum strain versus cycles for HiSilicon 

with nitrocarburization at -0.25% mechanical strain can be seen in Figure 57. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) (c) 

Figure 57. HiSilicon with NC at mechanical strain -0.25% (a) Hysteresis loops from the first, middle and last 

part of the cyclic life (b) all cycles (c) maximum and minimum stresses. 

 

The number of cycles to failure and the maximum and minimum stresses at half number of cycles to 

failure for all test-rod used in the TMF-experiments can be seen in Table 7 in Appendix D. Also the 

ratios between the mechanical and thermal strain range can be seen in Appendix D. 
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4.4 Stress and strain vs Nf 

Number of cycles to failure for each test-rod of SiMo51 is presented as a dot in Figure 58. The red 

dots are SiMo51 without nitrocarburizing and the green ones is nitrocarburized SiMo51. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 58. Lifetimes for SiMo51. Green dots illustrates nitrocarburized SiMo51 and the red ones is SiMo51 

without NC (a) mechanical strain versus Nf diagram (b) stress at the half-life versus Nf (c) stress range vs Nf. 
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Number of cycles to failure for each test-rod of SiMo1000 is presented as a dot in Figure 59. The blue 

dots are SiMo1000 without nitrocarburizing and the purple ones is nitrocarburized SiMo1000. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 59. Lifetimes for SiMo1000. Blue dots illustrates nitrocarburized SiMo1000 and the purple ones is 

nitrocarburized SiMo1000 (a) mechanical strain versus Nf diagram (b) stress at the half-life versus Nf (c) 

stress range vs Nf. 
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Number of cycles to failure for each test-rod of HiSilicon is presented as a dot in Figure 60. Orange 

ones is nitrocarburized HiSilicon. The results of two test-rods with mechanical strain 0.25% was 

withdrawn because the thermocouple was detached from the test rod before it had gone to failure by 

fatigue. The nitrocarburized test-rod with 0.25% seen in diagram below was reinforced with high 

temperature wire and then the thermocouple manages to stay for the whole TMF-experiment.  

 
(a) 

 
  (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 60. Lifetimes for HiSilicon. Orange dots illustrates nitrocarburized HiSilicon and black dots are 

without NC (a) mechanical strain versus Nf diagram (b) stress at the half-life versus Nf (c) stress range vs Nf. 
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Number of cycles to failure for test-rods with different material with respect to mechanical strain and 

stress at half-life is presented in Figure 61. 

 

 
(a) 

 
  (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 61. Lifetimes for SiMo51, SiMo1000 and HiSilicon. SiMo51=red, SiMo51+NC=green, 

SiMo1000=blue, SiMo1000+NC=purple, HiSilicon=black and HiSilicon+NC=orange. 

 (a) mechanical strain versus Nf diagram (b) stress at the half-life versus Nf. (c) stress range 
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A difference in lifetimes between the different materials is highlighted by grouping as seen in Figure 

62. Here it seems that each material have their own area. But because of the uncertainty of the values 

also 95% confidence intervals was created for each material. 

 
Figure 62. The region for each material in the stress vs Nf diagram is clarified by 3 circles. The blue circle 

contains SiMo1000, red circle contains SiMo51 and black circle contains HiSilicon. 

 

From figures 58 to 62 it is seen that there is no significant influence on nitrocarburization on the TMF-

life. Therefore the three alloys (Hi-silicon, SiMo51 and SiMo1000) are compared to each other 

including specimens both with and without nitrocarburized surfaces 
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In Figure 63 the 95% confidence interval for SiMo51 is shown. Both for mechanical strain versus life 

and tensile stress at half-life versus life. In between the upper and lower band the predicted mean value 

are plotted. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c)  

Figure 63. 95% confidence interval for SiMo51 together with nitrocarburized SiMo51.  

(a) mechanical strain versus life (b) tensile stress at half-life versus life (c) stress range vs Nf. 
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In Figure 64 the 95% confidence interval for SiMo1000 is shown. 

 
(a) 

 
  (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 64. 95% confidence interval for SiMo1000 together with nitrocarburized SiMo1000.  

(a) mechanical strain versus life (b) tensile stress at half-life versus life (c) stress range vs Nf. 
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In Figure 65 the 95% confidence interval for HiSilicon is shown. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 65. 95% confidence interval for HiSilicon together with nitrocarburized HiSilicon.  

(a) mechanical strain versus life (b) tensile stress at half-life versus life (c) stress range vs Nf. 
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In Figure 66 the 95% confidence intervals of all three materials is collected for mechanical strain 

versus life. Here it can be seen that they overlap each other but SiMo1000 seems to be the material 

with longest lifetime at a specific strain. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 66. 95% confidence intervals for SiMo51, SiMo1000 and HiSilicon. 

(a) with maximum and minimum range (b) only mean value. 
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In Figure 67 the 95% confidence intervals of all three materials is collected for tensile stress at half-

life versus life. Here it also can be seen that they overlap each other but the three materials seem to 

approximately be in three different levels with SiMo1000 as the material with longest lifetime at a 

specific stress. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 67. 95% confidence intervals for SiMo51, SiMo1000 and HiSilicon.  

(a) with maximum and minimum range (b) only mean value. 
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In Figure 68 the 95% confidence interval for stress range of all materials is shown. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 68. 95% confidence intervals for SiMo51, SiMo1000 and HiSilicon.  

(a) with maximum and minimum range (b) only mean value. 
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In Figure 69 the 95% confidence bands of mechanical strain and tensile stress versus life can be seen 

but with logarithmic axes. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c)  

Figure 69. 95% confidence intervals with logarithmic axes for SiMo51, SiMo1000 and HiSilicon.  

(a) mechanical strain range versus life (b) tensile stress versus life (c) stress range versus life . 
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4.5 Crack evaluation 

In the diffusion zone of nitrocarburized SiMo1000 several small cracks is located parallel and close to 

the surface as seen in Figure 70. This cannot be seen for SiMo1000 without nitrocarburization and not 

for the other two material SiMo51 and HiSilicon either. 

   

Figure 70. Small cracks are located in the diffusion zone for nitrocarburized SiMo1000. All three pictures above is from 

the same test-rod of SiMo1000+NC. Those samples are not been implemented in TMF-experiment. 

 

 

Smaller cracks that was not able to be discovered in LOM was revealed with SEM as seen in Figure 

71. Those cracks seem to be located within the network of nitride needles. 

 
Figure 71. Within the network of nitride needles very small cracks are located. Those samples have not been 

implemented in TMF-experiment. 
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A set of test-rods with and without nitrocarburization of each material was inspected in x-ray 

radioscopy but it was not possible to see any pores or microcracks with this method as seen in Figure 

72. 

   
SiMo51 SiMo1000 HiSilicon 

   
SiMo51+NC SiMo1000+NC HiSilicon+NC 

Figure 72. Test-rods before TMF-experiment did not have pores or cracks large enough to be evaluated with X-

ray radioscopy. 
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When evaluating test-rods after TMF-experiment nothing more could be seen except cracks have 

initiated at many sites close to the surface as seen in Figure 73. The test-rod of SiMo1000+NC is the 

very same test rod where the stress increased in the end of the life and was ruptured in two pieces. 

   
SiMo51  Nf=488 SiMo1000 Nf=468 HiSilicon Nf=541 

   
SiMo51+NC Nf=630 SiMo1000+NC Nf=859 HiSilicon+NC Nf=410 

Figure 73. Many small cracks are developed at several sites around the test-rod during TMF-experiment with 

0.25% mechanical strain. 

 

Stereomicroscopy did only show that the nitrocarburized SiMo1000 oxidizes the most and that the 

oxide layer for HiSilicon was partly falling off by scaling as seen in Figure 74. 

   
SiMo51 Nf=488 SiMo1000 Nf=468 HiSilicon Nf=541 

   
SiMo51+NC Nf=630 SiMo1000+NC Nf=859 HiSilicon+NC Nf=410 

Figure 74. Evaluation of surfaces for test-rods after TMF-experiment at 0.25% mechanical strain.  
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From figure 75 it is noted that several cracks have initiated close at the surface. It can also be seen that 

there is one crack that is dominating and is propagated much deeper into the material as seen in Figure 

75. For SiMo1000+NC the crack is hard to tell how it was developed. 

   
SiMo51 Nf=488 SiMo1000 Nf=468 HiSilicon Nf=541 

   
SiMo51+NC Nf=630 SiMo1000+NC Nf=859 HiSilicon+NC Nf=410 

Figure 75. Longitudinal cross section of the gage section of test-rods that was affected by mechanical strain 

0.25% 
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By looking closer at the cracks it can be seen that they oxidizes as they propagate into the material. 

But only for SiMo1000+NC this is not the case. For SiMo1000+NC the outer surface have been 

oxidised a lot that the oxide have been scaled off. This can be seen in Figure 76. 

   
SiMo51 Nf=488 SiMo1000 Nf=468 HiSilicon Nf=541 

   
SiMo51+NC Nf=630 SiMo1000+NC Nf=859 HiSilicon+NC Nf=410 

Figure 76. Oxidation occurs in the cracks for all material but not for SiMo1000+NC. 

 

When looking closer on the smaller secondary cracks it can be seen again that the damage mechanism 

is a combination of oxidation and crack propagation for all materials but not for SiMo1000+NC as 

seen in Figure 77.  

   
SiMo51 Nf=488 SiMo1000 Nf=468 HiSilicon Nf=541 

   
SiMo51+NC Nf=630 SiMo1000+NC Nf=859 HiSilicon+NC Nf=410 

Figure 77. Oxidative crack propagation for all test-rods but not for SiMo1000+NC. 
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Other test-rods of SiMo1000+NC also show oxide-free crack propagation and the damage mechanisms 

is a bit different for this material than for the other. For the test rod nr8A4 it is clear that the cracks are 

propagated into the material without the oxidative mechanism. For the test rod nr9B4 there was one 

dominating crack but no other secondary crack at all. This can be seen in Figure 78. 

  
Nr8 A4 -0.30 NF=471 Nr9 B4 -0.37 Nf=157 

 Figure 78. SiMo1000+NC do not have any oxide indents into the material. 

 

When looking at the crack tip of the SiMo1000+NC nr9B4 it can be seen that the propagation occurs 

by coalescence of smaller cracks in front of the dominating crack tip as seen in Figure 79. 

 
Figure 79. Illustration of coalescence of internal fatigue cracks. No oxidative indents can be seen for 

SiMo1000+NC 
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5 Discussion        

Upon closer examination of the results, it seems difficult to detect any significant change in number of 

cycles to failure for nitrocarburized test rods compared to those that are not. For SiMo51 three out of 

four rods that were nitrocarburized had a little longer life compared to the other SiMo51 rods. But the 

number of test-rods used for the experiment for SiMo51 may be too low to statistically prove that 

SiMo51 does have longer cyclic life with nitrocarburization. There is a scattering for the results of 

cyclic life to failure that must be considered when evaluating the information. For SiMo1000 and Hi 

Silicon it is even more difficult to detect any change in lifetime from the collected results. Anyway the 

difference of cyclic life is not large between the nitrocarburized test-rod and the regular ones.  

Comparing mechanical strain versus life for the three different materials Hi-Silicon, SiMo51 and 

SiMo1000 it is found that the curves overlap and there is no significant difference in life as seen in 

Figure 66. However, taking the stress response of the materials into account and comparing tensile 

stress at half-life versus life it is found that SiMo1000 shows the longest life followed by SiMo51 and 

Hi-silicon as seen in Figure 67. This ranking holds independent of if the specimens are nitrocarburized 

or not. Although, at low loads the difference is rather small and the results overlap taking a 95% 

confidence band into account. For the nitrocarburized SiMo1000 several microcracks could be 

visually evaluated with LOM and SEM within the diffusion zone as seen in Figure 70 and Figure 71, 

while no such cracks could be found for Hi-Si and SiMo51. It may also be microcracks for 

nitrocarburized SiMo51 and Hi Silicon but if they exist they are anyway much smaller than for 

SiMo1000. Those cracks are in the circumference and longitudinal direction of the specimen. 

However, accordingly to the discussion above they did not significantly affect the life of the 

specimens. The very low ductility and higher hardness of SiMo1000 at room temperature seen in 

Table 2 could explain why microcracks are found in this alloy but not in the other two investigated 

materials.  

All three material with and without nitrocarburization in Figure 47, 48 and 49 followed a similar drop 

of E-modulus when heated. One difference seems to be that the E-modulus for SiMo1000 and SiMo51 

drops to about 80GPa at 780 C° but for Hi Silicon the E-modulus drops to around 50GPa as seen in 

Figure 80 and are little more easily to deform at higher temperature. For the thermal expansion there is 

no significant change between the different material and it is around 1.4E-05[1/°C] for all test-rods as 

seen in Figure 46. 

 
Figure 80.  E-modulus of SiMo51, SiMo1000 and HiSilicon at temperatures of 30Cº, 300Cº, 540Cº and 780Cº. 
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The most significant damage mechanisms is the oxidative crack propagation where small microcracks 

are initiated at the surface due to oxidation and grows to a larger  crack which eventually leads to 

failure, see Figure 79. In all material but not nitrocarburized SiMo1000 the cracks initially propagates 

in combination with oxidation, see Figure 77. The crack tip oxidises and for every cycle when the 

crack opens the oxide in the crack tip breaks and lets oxygen to travel further into new material. It can 

be read in [1] that the nitrocarburized SiMo1000 have formed a deeper but less dense oxide barrier and 

therefore the initial cracks do not oxidise as much as for the other. When the cracks have propagated 

through this barrier that is relative thin to the bulk-material the damage mechanism is the same as for 

the other materials. 

Near the end of a test-rods life it can be seen in the stress strain hysteresis curves that the maximum 

stress decreases for the most experiments as seen in Figure 51-57. This is a consequence of a more 

rapid decrease of the load bearing area due to the crack growth and propagation. Because the area 

decreases the force required to break the test rod decreases and since the stress is calculated by the 

engineering stress with the initial cross section area A0 the maximum stress decreases for every cycle 

in the end of the test-rods life. 

The methods used in this thesis worked well to produce useful results. It must however be emphasized 

that the failure criteria used for the test rods corresponds to a macro crack size of the order of 1 mm. In 

a component a large part of the fatigue life may still remain when a macro crack of this size has been 

nucleated and the number of cycles to failure found for the test rods can therefore not be direct 

compared to component life. Further, obviously in a real situation a large number of different load 

cases occur as well. Also, in a particular engine application a longer service life may be the target. 

Obviously, extrapolation of the present short life data to higher number of load cycles may be critical. 

The advantage is that the experiments give an indication of material ranking and can be used as input 

to finite element modelling of component design. Simulations are faster and cheaper but are dependent 

on material data extracted from experiments on test rods as conducted in this report. Experiments 

don’t need to be on real components which in that case would be more expensive.  

The microcracks were evaluated by using conventional polishing and optical microscopy, while the x-

ray radiography could only be used to investigate the larger crack density of the specimens. A 

drawback with the conventional grinding and polishing is that only a specific cross section can be 

studied and important features may be lost in grinding/polishing procedure. An improved method 

would be to avoid grinding all the way to the half diameter in one step but grinding through the test 

rod in many smaller steps and evaluate more sites in the test-rod. This would in other hand take much 

more time. 
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6 Conclusions        

• With NC it is no significant change in lifetime  f compared to test-rods without NC. 

• On average SiMo1000 has longer life than SiMo51 and Hi-silicon, but taking a 95% 

confidence band into account the results overlap for many loading cases. 

• The nitrocarburizing process of SiMo1000 should be optimized to avoid micro cracking in the 

nitrocarburized layer. 

7 Future works 

To proceed with the experiments with more test-rods and increase more statistical data would give 

better knowledge if the nitrocarburizing is preferred in higher or lower loads, and particularly at longer 

cyclic lives. Another method would be to interrupt the experiment at the same amount of cycles to get 

better comparing of microcracks. 
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10 Appendices                   

Appendix A 

Table 4. The test-rods identification 

SiMo51 SiMo51 NC SiMo1000 SiMo1000 NC Hi-Si Hi-Si NC Hi-Si 
Tensile 
test  

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A5L 

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B5L 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C5L 

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6  

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6  

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6  

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6  

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6  

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6  

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6  

 K2   K5 K6  

 L2   L5 L6  

 M2   M5 M6  

 N2   N5 N6  

 O2      

 P2      
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Appendix B 

Table 5. The material thermal properties 

Material ID-number 

α(20-300 °C) 

*E- 6  [1/°C] α(20-780 °C) [1/°C] 

thermal strain 

[%] 

SiMo51 Nr3-A1 11.0 13.4 0.71 

  Nr4-B1 11.4 14.3 0.77 

  Nr16-C1 11.9 14.0 0.73 

  Nr19-D1 11.8 13.9 0.72 

         

SiMo51+NC Nr7-A2 11.0 13.8 0.73 

  Nr10-B2 11.6 13.7 0.72 

  Nr11-C2 11.8 14.6 0.78 

  Nr18-D2 11.0 13.6 0.73 

         

SiMo1000 Nr5-A3 11.1 13.9 0.74 

  Nr6-B3 11.1 13.9 0.74 

  Nr14-C3 12.0 140.7 0.73 

  Nr17-D3 11.5 14.0 0.74 

  Nr20-E3 11.3 13.9 0.74 

  Nr23-F3 12.0 14.2 0.74 

  Nr33-G3 12.0 14.2 0.74 

         

SImo1000+NC Nr8-A4 10.8 13.7 0.74 

  Nr9-B4 11.7 14.0 0.74 

  Nr12-C4 12.2 14.6 0.77 

  Nr13-D4 11.3 13.7 0.73 

  Nr15-E4 11.5 13.8 0.73 

         

HiSilicon Nr21-A5 11.5 13.8 0.73 
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  Nr24-B5 12.9 14.5 0.74 

  Nr27-C5 12.3 14.8 0.78 

  Nr30-D5 12.3 14.0 0.72 

         

HiSilicon+NC Nr22-A6 12.7 14.2 0.72 

  Nr25-B6 11.7 13.9 0.73 

  Nr26-C6 12.3 14.1 0.73 

  Nr28-E6 11.9 14.1 0.74 

  Nr29-D6 12.2 14.0 0.72 

  Nr31-F6 12.0 13.8 0.71 

  Nr32-G6 11.6 13.8 0.72 
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Appendix C 

Table 6. E-modulus at four different temperature for the materials evaluated 

Material ID-number E-modulus 

30°C [GPa] 

E-modulus 

300°C [GPa] 

E-modulus 

540°C [GPa] 

E-modulus 

780°C [GPa] 

SiMo51 Nr3-A1 161 156 135 80 

 Nr4-B1 160 140 118 48 

 Nr16-C1 153 149 126 77 

 Nr19-D1 173 156 138 82 

      

SiMo51+NC Nr7-A2 167 149 116 77 

 Nr10-B2 164 152 135 82 

 Nr11-C2 173 112 108 54 

 Nr18-D2 165 147 135 85 

      

SiMo1000 Nr5-A3 150 128 109 66 

 Nr6-B3 162 140 134 93 

 Nr14-C3 158 143 134 92 

 Nr17-D3 166 149 136 93 

 Nr20-E3 159 150 134 94 

 Nr23-F3 161 148 133 91 

 Nr33-G3 157 145 134 88 

      

SiMo1000+NC Nr8-A4 152 148 118 93 

 Nr9-B4 159 124 121 67 

 Nr12-C4 159 141 117 76 

 Nr13-D4 166 150 132 95 

 Nr15-E4 154 151 134 91 

      

HiSi Nr21-A5 172 160 140 53 
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 Nr24-B5 164 151 141 48 

 Nr27-C5 173 107 104 26 

 Nr30-D5 170 145 139 52 

      

HiSi+NC Nr22-A6 175 157 141 58 

 Nr25-B6 174 153 140 59 

 Nr26-C6 168 143 124 59 

 Nr28-E6 172 100 135 56 

 Nr29-D6 172 159 145 59 

 Nr31-F6 169 140 101 63 

 Nr32-G6 167 141 144 61 
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Appendix D 

Table 7. Number of cycle to failure Nf and maximum and minimum stress at half the Nf 

Material ID -Mechanical strain 

[%] 

x Nf  Max stress 

at Nf/2 

[MPa] 

Min stress 

at Nf/2 

[MPa] 

SiMo51 Nr3-A1 0.37 0.42 27 398 -34 

SiMo51 Nr4-B1 0.25 0.48 467 321 -28 

SiMo51 Nr16-C1 0.30 0.55 278 374 -29 

SiMo51 Nr19-D1 0.37 0.35 68 386 -32 

SiMo51+NC Nr7-A2 0.37 0.50 119 395 -36 

SiMo51+NC Nr10-B2 0.30 0.42 247 372 -31 

SiMo51+NC Nr11-C2 0.40 0.51 106 387 -34 

SiMo51+NC Nr18-D2 0.25 0.34 630 326 -30 

SiMo1000 Nr5-A3 0.30 0.40 249 385 -28 

SiMo1000 Nr6-B3 0.37 0.50 288 436 -44 

SiMo1000 Nr14-C3 0.40 0.55 192 459 -42 

SiMo1000 Nr17-D3 0.25 0.34 12 330 -31 

SiMo1000 Nr20-E3 0.25 0.34 468 323 -28 

SiMo1000 Nr23-F3 0.37 0.50 294 433 -38 

SiMo1000 Nr33-G3 0.25 0.34 672 325 -28 

SiMo1000+NC Nr8-A4 0.30 0.41 471 375 -33 

SiMo1000+NC Nr9-B4 0.37 0.50 157 443 -38 

SiMo1000+NC Nr12-C4 0.40 0.52 34 462 -41 

SiMo1000+NC Nr13-D4 0.40 0.55 56 459 -42 

SiMo1000+NC Nr15-E4 0.25 0.34 859 332 -28 

HiSilicon Nr21-A5 0.37 0.51 132 365 -29 

HiSilicon Nr24-B5 0.25 0.34 541 296 -21 

HiSilicon Nr27-C5 0.40 0.51 181 343 -38 

HiSilicon Nr30-D5 0.40 0.56 73 368 -32 

HiSilicon+NC Nr22-A6 0.37 0.51 174 361 -32 
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HiSilicon+NC Nr25-B6 0.25 0.34 208 301 -20. 

HiSilicon+NC Nr26-C6 0.25 0.34 205 298 -20 

HiSilicon+NC Nr28-E6 0.30 0.41 316 333 -30 

HiSilicon+NC Nr29-D6 0.40 0.55 20 372 -35 

HiSilicon+NC Nr31-F6 0.25 0.35 410 291 -23 

HiSilicon+NC Nr32-G6 0.37 0.51 125 365 -34 

 


